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Do not go to Bradford
Normally we would look upon a proliferation of artistic endeavour in the photographic field 
with pleasure but the turn round of the Government over a National Photographic Museum 
is simply mind-boggling. The Royal Photographic Society owns probably the most valuable 
collection of books, photographs and equipment in the world. It quite rightly feels guilty 
about the fact that most of this is locked away for all except a handful of its members. .

With the crisis forced on them by increasing rates and rents in Mayfair, London they 
decided for better or for worse to move to Bath where proper research facilities and 
exhibition spaces were to be set up.

In the past we have been critical in detail of some of the proposals but quite clearly this 
would have been a major step forward for photography and not just the members of the 
Society.

At the present time they have raised between one-third and one-half of the money needed 
to develop the Bath Centre. In all of these operations the Government has been kept 
informed, indeed a major stimulant was an Arts Council report, and the Board of Trade are 
required by law to be kept fully informed.

The British Journal of Photography on November 3 deserves great credit for exposing what 
seems to be monumentally stupid double-think on behalf of the Government because the 
Government is proposing to set up a National Photographic Museum in Bradford I The Chief 
Executive of Bradford is quoted as saying 'high level confidential talks have taken place and 
are continuing’ but the information given is that the Prince's Theatre in the Wardley Centre 
is, after a period of disuse, to be made into a film and photographic museum and centre. 
One can well imagine why Bradford is eager for this. At one time there was a thriving 
commercial theatre and musical scene but now virtually all of this has been taken to nearby 
Leeds and only the Print Biennale is of national and possibly international interest. It can 
therefore be understood, even if not approved, that they will grab anything they get.

What is amazing is not that the Government have agreed to finance it, although the exact 
Department of the Government proposing to spend public money on it is not made clear, 
although the respected Dr. Thomas, Keeper of the Science Museum, Photographic Section, 
has been involved in this.

This will not do. It is difficult enough to get the money to support one photographic centre, 
it is madness to split the money on two.

When the Royal Photographic Society first started looking, one of the reasons for choosing 
Bath is that other areas had shown no interest. The merits of Bath versus Bradford could be 
discussed adnauseum but discussed they should be and it is the secrecy with which the 
Bradford project has been developed and the fact that the photographic public in general 
and the R.P.S. members in particular have been kept in the dark makes it all the more 
deplorable.

If for no other reason than because of the timing, the Bradford project should be 
abandoned and the money and the talent combined at Bath.
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OVERKILL

A popular target for small and relatively unsuccessful magazines like this is the large and 
prosperous magazines like 'Time'. It is almost obligatory to have fun at their expense. This 
time the fun is a little more serious. In the Europe edition of November 6th the letter from the 
publisher begins as follows: —

"To bring to life this week's cover story on American farming, ten photographers crisscrossed 
the nation for upwards of a month. Picture Editor Arnold Drapkin and his assistants then 
sifted through the harvest of hundreds of rolls of film, eventually culling 80 or so photos for 
consideration. Finally, after a number of lengthy viewings, Time's editors selected the pictures 
that accompany the text."

Allowing for the usual 'Time' style overkill on words it is nice to know that so many 
photographers and picture editors are being kept employed. The trouble is when you go to 
look at the story. Before I could see where these pictures were I genuinely had to go back to 
the index page to see where it was. There were, in fact, 14 pictures of which three were not 
credited and two appear to come from agencies. It is of course no criticism to say that not 
one of them we would have regarded as good enough to print in Creative Camera because 
our publishing objectives are clearly different from 'Time' magazine. Certainly they were 
adequate for their article on American farming and a few of them more than adequate.

The question is whether or not it was a fair return for 10 photographers criss-crossing the 
nation for a month. We have an uneasy feeling that one photographer left on his own could 
have produced this in a week. We are well-known as the champions of the 'Picture Post' 
photographers. In that magazine's hey-day a handful of photographers with sympathetic 
management and editorial direction were producing one ot two good stories a week. At the 
same time 'Life' magazine was allowing photographers not weeks but months to produce 
stories. Whether the management was the same is open to debate but the lamented death 
of Gene Smith reminds us that many sensitive photographers did not find the management 
easy to work with. Were the results achieved by 'Life' that much better than 'Picture Post'? 
Stefan Lorant, the veteran of illustrated magazine editing is always reminding us that on 
problems of the magazines so much can be solved just by looking at the magazines. Look at 
a copy of 'Picture Post' for 1941 and a copy of 'Life' for 1941 and the answer is there on the 
pages. It is in favour of 'Picture Post'.

The reason for raising the subject is not really to "epater le 'Time-Life'" but to question 
whether the law of diminishing returns doesn't work very much more quickly in the case of 
photo-stories or photo-essays and while starving in a garret may not improve the quality of 
the result neither does endless time and endless money. Many books are published now 
both here and in America as a result of grants received from national bodies and others are 
the outcome of the hard work and self-sacrifice of individuals. Beware of spending too 
much time or money on your favourite project.
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STIEGLITZ STILL BURIED
In 1962 Bruce Downes, in the American magazine 'Popular Photography', lamented in an 
editorial called The Stieglitz Burial' the failure of Fritz Gruber to obtain Alfred Stieglitz prints 
for a major exhibition at 'Photokina'. As editors have a way of doing he quoted his own 
writing in the 1948 issue of 'Photo Arts' two years after Stieglitz died. It is therefore thirty 
years since his first lamentation over the difficulties of actually seeing Stieglitz pictures. 
Stieglitz remains buried today. This might seem a perverse thing to say considering that 
there is a considerable industry devoted to producing books on Stieglitz and his circle but it 
still seems to us that we are only permitted to see what his widow, Georgia O'Keefe, permits 
us to see.
O'Keefe is now elderly and from reports of people who have visited her can be either brusque 
or extremely charming but she seems to retain, directly or indirectly, a firm hand on the 
Stieglitz collections which are in the major American museums. These photographs and many 
important paintings by American artists were given on indefinite loan to many of the 
museums and as one curator put it to me if they offended her she could take them all back.
Not unreasonably they don't want to offend her even to the extent of refusing this magazine 
permission to reproduce Stieglitz pictures in their collection which were not the property of 
Georgia O'Keefe. No one wishes to sit around waiting for O'Keefe to reach the end of her 
allotted life-span and the rumour that a Trust may be set up to perpetuate the 'burial' fills 
genuine lovers of Stieglitz with trepidation. All that his true friends want is to honour him for 
what he was and not for what he was not.
In acknowledging the importance of the Photo-Secession as a photo-political force let us 
not forget that it was no more than an exalted version of the Pictorialism which is much 
condemned today for its falseness to photographic reality. Secondly he is widely known for 
his "Equivalents" which the vulgar might regard as no more than snapshots of clouds, 
failing to see in them the mystical significance that lifted them above other people's snaps of 
clouds. Just recently one photo-historian told me of Paul Stand's statement that the only 
important pictures of Stieglitz were his portraits! One goes to the published books to find 
that the portraits are, on the whole, very sparse.
I believe that his major photographic contribution to photographic images as a photographer 
was his composite and total portrait of Georgia O'Keefe. Some idea of what this might be 
can be gathered from the Boston Museum book. It was sexual, it was erotic which makes 
one fear that this is the reason that many of these pictures are buried. Stieglitz is pictured 
repeatedly as the aesthetic mystic, the elder statesman of photography and we are denied 
knowledge of him as a warm-blooded human being, the Rubens of the camera. When 
Stieglitz was first shown the paintings of O'Keefe he was bowled over by their eroticism.
"At last", he said, "a woman in paint". His contempt of conventional American moral values 
can be evidenced from the well-known picture 'Spiritual America' which, for those without 
Flippocratic or Flippological knowledge, is of a gelding. 'Spiritual America' is a castrated male. 
Many years ago I made selected reading of the only book available on Stieglitz at the time, 
'America and Alfred Stieglitz' published in 1934 (i.e before his beatification). In this one can 
see the views of a number of prominent American artists and writers of the exhibition of 
over 140 photographs exhibited in the Anderson Gallery in February, 1921. At least 45 of 
these were grouped as "a demonstration of portraiture" and were described by Herbert 
Seligman, as pre-eminently hands, feet, breasts, torsos, "all parts and attitudes of the 
human body seen with a passion of revelation." These are the revelations that are mostly 
denied us. An occasional picture seen here or there does not enable us to share the 
experience of what Lewis Mumford called "his manly sense of the realities of sex developing 
out of his own renewed ecstasy in love, that resulted in some of Stieglitz's best photographs".
It may be thought by O'Keefe and her circle that it is intrusive to enquire into his inner 
passion like this but surely this is not special pleading as almost every other part of Stieglitz 
has been explored relentlessly. It is unfair to his memory to present a spiritual and castrated 
Stieglitz. The pictures are there. I have seen many of them and been prohibited from 
reproducing them. Surely the time has come for O'Keefe or those who are advising her to 
let us see this hymn to their love? Stieglitz booklist on p 100.
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Amateurs Make Lousy Lovers
For the benefit of those without a classical education the word amateur is derived from the Latin word 
'to love' and originally an amateur photographer should have been no more than a lover of 
photography. Nowadays there is a distinction perhaps arising from Victorian times, when cricketers 
were divided into gentlemen and players and also photographers were divided into amateurs and 
professionals. This distinction doesn't really exist in Creative Camera for we care only about the 
pictures and quite often don't even know if the photographer is amateur or professional. They are 
certainly photography lovers, that is perhaps their only criteria.
The distinction between amateur and professional as far as we're concerned is quite often confused by 
the fact that a man may earn his living from photography, taking pictures that he hates so that in his 
working hours he is a photography hater. But when he gets home he takes the pictures he wants and 
becomes a photography lover. I suspect that there are a great majority of professional photographers 
who have this love/hate relationship. The work we see is their amateur work although they are 
professional. More generally regarded as amateurs are the camera club members who should literally 
be photography lovers, but it seems that except in East Anglia they are lousy lovers.
I was asked to give a talk to the East Anglian Federation of Camera Clubs at their A.G.M. when it was 
stated that in all except this group, club membership is falling. As someone outside the movement I 
gave my views and there was a jolly couple of hours while these were debated. It was a little deflating to 
read the minutes of their previous A.G.M. to find out that 90% of what I'd been saying had been said 
by a senior official within the movement. It seems that the disease is well known, it's the cure that is 
more difficult.
What is the disease? Perhaps I should define a little more closely what I'm talking about. Among 
amateurs the Royal Photographic Society and its distinctions represent a pinnacle of achievement.
Some of us may carp at the value of their distinctions, but the fact remains that for a great majority of 
the club members these are the goals they seek to attain. Closely associated, though not part of the 
RPS is The Photographic Alliance, a gathering together of the regional federations of camera clubs.
The Alliance gives as one of its main objects the purpose of representing the camera clubs at a national 
level, but of also co-ordinating lecture services. The Federations in their turn form a focus in their 
regions for the camera clubs and in turn offer co-ordinated services both in lectures and in judging. In 
theory there should be no problems; in practice falling membership in all but a few special areas.
It seems to me that the low quality of most club activities is a direct result of not paying enough. Club 
subscriptions rarely are above £5 per year and by present day standards this is trivial, it means the club 
has not the facilities to use decent premises, but more importantly nor can they have the service of 
decent speakers; indeed the Alliance only lists speakers to speak for nothing. My suggestion to the East 
Anglian Fed was trebling or quadrupling the fee, which would still be low by modern standards but 
would enable them to offer fees that quality speakers would be willing to accept.
The quality of the lecturer and I mention quality, not fame, is important, but it also seems to me that a 
great standby of the camera club, the competition, is something which wants another look. Our readers 
will I hope have noticed that in Creative Camera we do not use single pictures, in the main part of the 
magazine or in the Yearbook. No photographer can really be represented by a single picture, and yet 
the basis of club competitions is just that, whether it's the London Salon, the R.P.S. or the local club 
print battle the single picture rules. Quite obviously this is nonsense, there is far too much attention 
focused on the single picture already. The auction sales of historical pictures have contributed to this at 
one end of the scale, the camera club competitions contribute to it at the other end. Competitions 
should be open to groups of pictures, perhaps six, or even more, or whatever the photographer decides 
he needs to express what he's trying to do. If I had to plead for one single item which would improve 
club photography out of all recognition in a few years, it would be for this. It's more important to my 
mind even than the improvement of judges.
The East Anglian Federation where I spoke has weekend courses for judges. 1 wish I thought this was a 
good idea, for to exercise yet or knowledge of the classics "quis custodies" or in more humble terms, 
who judges the judges. I don't think judges themselves are necessarily the greatest danger. The problem 
which I have experienced first hand is not the judges but the discussion after judging. This can be a 
nightmare for any judge and it may force him to modify his judgements, or it may force him to give up 
judging. To give two examples, a dear old lady submits a poor photograph, poor by any standards.
After the judge has left this picture out of the top ten, the dear old lady comes up to the judge and asks 
why her picture wasn't included. The judge is human, he finds it impossible to tell her that she has no 
talent, no prospects and is a no-hoper. He makes excuses because it is the kindest thing to do. This 
doesn't really matter as he the judge is not contaminated by this kindness.
The second danger is the club specialist who demands aggressively to know why his picture has been 
ignored. Gentle words will not turn him aside. He is after the judges blood. Again the judge is human 
and instead of arguing the picture lacked beauty, a statement which would provoke an hours argument 
he searches into his p.q. repertoire and says that it was lacking sharpness or had poor tonal gradation, 
choosing if he is clever, some technical fault which cannot be argued over. It may be weak of him, it 
may be false, but it happens only too often. I suspect that the standard of judging would be infinitely 
raised if, except in beginners competitions, the judge were smuggled out of the back door before the 
competitors were admitted. I think myself that in many cases competitions at clubs have an importance 
far greater than they should have. continued on page 136
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We have lamented in the past the unfortunate tendency created by salerooms and museums 
to concentrate too much attention on too few pictures by too few photographers. If you are 
dealing with an Old Master of painting it is comparatively easy to assemble all catalogue 
raisonnee and be fairly sure that it includes 90% of his published work and more than 
enough to come to an artistic understanding of the painter.
The Old Masters of photography are more difficult because thier work must first of all be 
separated into commercial and non-commercial work, a division unthought of in painting. 
Secondly, there is the problem of quantity. The number of paintings by Rembrandt runs into 
three figures, probably many photographers will have made a thousand times that number of 
negatives, many rejected and many accepted by the photographer and of those only a few 
admitted to the canon of his work. George Eastman House have produced an information 
guide on using the computer for cataloguing pictures but it still leaves a long way to go.
In the world of photojournalism we can see in its most acute form the problem of the 
quantity of prints but also of the quantity of photographers. One photographer in this issue 
is Tim Gidal, author of that excellent book 'Modern Photojournalism: Origin and Evolution 
1910-1933'. It features eight names and he is the first to admit that many important names 
had to be omitted, most obviously to our readers Kurt Hubschmann ( Hutton) whose work 
was not readily available at that time but there are many, many more whose work even 
though good has been lost for reasons totally unconnected with their photographic work.
In connection with the Munkacsi exhibition I made a chronology of the Berlin Illustrated 
from 1926 to 1933 noting all the major photographic stories. What a host of unknown names 
produced good stories. Among the earliest to claim attention were A. Et E. Frank!, perhaps 
a father and son combination who had produced from the early '20s picture stories of 
considerable competance. Their negatives survived the war but were discarded on the 
advice of a photographer who charitably shall remain nameless who, perhaps because he 
was too close to it, didn't realise the historical importance. The fact that Dr. Salomon took 
the best courtroom pictures should not blind us to the fact that he was not the first and 
indeed took very little else.
All of these are factors necessarily to be considered when looking at photojournalism as 
reproduced in our pages. If one was producing social history one would produce the old 
magazines in facsimile but that would be only the beginning because it would include the 
boring space fillers dumped in by the editor to fill up the whole of the page and it would be 
to repeat the other compromises necessarily made by the editor. Ideally we should 
reassemble all the original material and produce a new picture story. The task is too 
formidable even to contemplate.
One alternative which we have adopted is to try and show selected pictures from the stories, 
but deliberately have avoided the sensational smash hit impact picture to look for the one 
which we feel conveys the meat of the story as well as being interesting in its own right.
This is the policy adopted in this issue which puts together for the readers to draw their own 
conclusion work from a German Jewish veteran, indeed it's our 70th birthday present to 
himand two contemporary photojournalists of about the same age, one working in Israel 
and one German working in the Communist East.
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Telling a Story

Travelling on the 'Tube', two women sitting next to me were talking about a flat in their 
block which had been smashed up while the owners were away. Walking from the station to 
the office there was a young tree smashed and thrown into a garden. The women were 
saying, what was quite reasonable, that the local authorities and the police do nothing 
because they cannot catch the people. A fews days earlier there had been reports of racial 
violence among the Bengali community during which National Front fascists were alleged 
to have smashed windows and painted slogans. Again the police said they were powerless 
because by the time they had got there the fascists, like the vandals, had gone. The same 
type of story could be repeated 100 times over in a hundred countries, although the names 
of the demonstrators will obviously be different.

What seems so surprising is that there is an obvious solution that is not used. Why cannot 
families in these areas be given small automatic cameras. The moment there is a smash of 
glass, instead of running to the door shouting uselessly, they could stand there shooting, 
with the camera, usefully. The pictures might not be clearly identifiable every time but 
sooner or later a useful picture is going to be obtained. In any case those smashing the 
windows will not know for certain whether their likeness has been captured on film. It 
cannot do much harm, the cost would be comparatively small, particularly if connected with 
some other community photography project.

What seems so extraordinary is that nobody seems to have suggested this idea before. The 
police certainly have not and yet there has been a lot of left-wing protest about the use of 
cameras and even film and video to photograph left-wing demonstrations. If the camera can 
be used against the left-wing, is it so extraordinary to use it against the right-wing? It is, of 
course, not the complete answer to obtaining a prosecution but it is a starting point and it is 
a demonstration to the community of a willingness to take action.

Equally extraordinary is the failure of the civil rights bodies to suggest such an idea and it is 
some of them, after all, who have been complaining so bitterly about the police 
photography. Rather than suggest that either of these groups have failed and to suggest 
they have ulterior motives, the answer probably lies in the fact that this is just another 
demonstration of the general visual illiteracy with which we are surrounded.
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THE SMALL PRINT
We had the sad misfortune to have some prints damaged somewhere during the making of 
the last Year Book. We were as embarrassed and as sad about it as the photographer, or 
nearly as much as. We do genuinely make every effort to prevent things going wrong but we 
are not always successful as in this case.
When we reminded the photographer rather unwillingly of the small print at the beginning of 
the magazine the photographer said to us that they had never read the small print.
We thought we had reminded people often enough but perhaps it doesn't hurt to make it 
absolutely clear. All prints that are received by us are accepted only on the condition that it 
is entirely at the owner's risk and that we should not be held liable for any loss or damage 
howsoever caused. That last little bit covers us even if we were to be negligent and careless, 
make no mistake, but if you thought we were going to be negligent or careless you should 
never have sent pictures to us in the first place. We do the best we can but it is always a risk 
and photographers must bear that risk. We have a favourite example of a very valuable print 
which belonged to the Editor who was most unwilling to let it go out of his hands. He was 
persuaded by his colleagues but insisted that not onlywas.it wrapped, put in a fibre box but 
packed between plywood. This was done. When it was returned the fibre box, the plywood 
and the mount had been pierced by some sharp object which had passed through the whole 
package! This is a rare hazard but hazards there are always.
Secondly, in the small print it announces that we do occasionally pay for the use of 
photographs. It is a very small sum and we don't encourage everybody to take it. Young, 
hungry photographers are usually reminded of this sum; the commercial agents of those 
long since deceased are not reminded because we need the money as much as they do but it 
is there and it says it in the small type.
Thirdly, the old, old story about submitting material. It is absolutely essential that you mark 
any parcel 'press photographs — of no commercial value' and that, having said 'no 
commercial value', you don't insure the parcel for thousands of pounds otherwise even the 
customs officials would think it odd. The reason is quite simply that before we open the 
parcel we must pay duty and VAT and this is not recoverable and as duty and VAT on an 
insured value of £1,000 would be £330 that's a lot of money, especially if they are not 
pictures we can use. For this reason the pictures are obviously returned unopened and it 
becomes a waste of your time even more than ours.
Finally, the small print contains instructions about subscribing. Please note we should 
receive American subscriptions direct now and that although there have been delays in the 
past, by the time you read this everything should be running smoothly. Please send direct 
by International Money Order or International Giro. If you pay by a bank other than the major 
English banks remember to include the extortionate amount that we have to pay to get that 
cheque cleared. International Giro where it applies, that is mostly Europe and Japan, is 
strongly recommended but please do read the small print. The reason it is small, should you 
have wondered, is simply so it doesn't take up much space and we can put it in every 
month.
Of course the same things apply to the Year Book (sorry Collection). We are still accepting 
submissions for this since we have changed our policy on autumn publication and it has 
been postponed to spring.
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The magazine of the International Museum of Photography at George Eastman House, 
Rochester, USA is, not surprisingly called 'Image'. No. 4 volume 21 is a special issue on 
cataloguing photographs by computer. We want to draw attention to this even if we haven't 
actually read it because we feel that it is of the greatest importance that some uniform 
system be devised. As anyone knows the trouble with photographs is that ther.e are just too 
many and while our knowledge of a very small percentage is what we call 'The History of 
Photography' the control of this huge quantity is so obviously a computer task. While the 
use of a computer will only apply to major collections, the use of the index cards of the type 
used there should be aslo of advantage. We suggest anyone who is interested should send 
$4.50 to George Eastman House, 900 East Avenue, Rochester, New York 14607.
Creative Camera Books will be carrying it in its list.
In the aura of disillusion that surrounds the European Economic Community, the Euro- 
Parliament and, particularly, European Agricultural Policy, it is perhaps worth reminding 
people about Eurogiro. The Giro system is an alternative bank controlled by the State under 
postal services. It got off to a poor start but is now being increasingly used as a rival to the 
big City of London banks, if only because an account costs less and you can draw money at 
a post office on a Saturday when the banks are shut. As an extension of the U.K. Giro 
system it is possible to transfer funds from one country to another failry simply by using 
Eurogiro transfer. If, for example, you want to take out a subscription in France you walk 
into your nearest French post office, quote our Eurogiro number and make your order on the 
form provided. That's all you have to do, the amount you pay is transferred to our Eurogiro 
account and your order sent through the mail. It is in almost every case cheaper and simpler 
than any other way of sending money to us. Our Eurogiro number, i.e. Coo Press, is 
5163455 and you must quote it. The same applies to our books. If you are in Scandanavia 
and want to order some books you can do it by Eurogiro.
The only problem is that we cannot, at the moment, find out exactly in which countries this 
happens. As far as we know it covers all Europe and we believe Japan but not USA or 
anywhere else in America, North or South. The exceptions, we think, are Eire, Portugal, 
Spain, Greece and, of course, the Eastern bloc countries.
Setting the Record Straight
Visitors to our offices will have seen that we are almost submurged under heaps of Picture 
Post, Weekly Illustrated, The Berlin Illustrated etc., all waiting to be sorted. All we need is 
time and that's the one commodity we don't have enough of. Hopefully, when our new 
book storage space is prepared we will be able to cope with this problem but until then, 
submerged we remain.
In a smaller way we have a large number of tapes of interviews or, more exactly, 
conversations with photographers, particularly veterans of the '30s. None of these have 
been transcribed and, indeed, on some occasions, we have not been able to listen to them 
since they were made and this is our excuse for getting the details of Tim Gidal's biography 
wrong. It was based on the Editor's mistaken recollection of conversations which should 
have been checked against a tape but was not. In essence, his family came from four 
generations of rope-makers and although his mother had ambitions that they should 
become Rabbis, it was never more than a pious hope. Similarly the events of the Battle of 
Jerusalem in 1948 were wrong. Arabs were fighting the Jews and the British not only looked 
on but provided Arabs with weapons and advice.
An unfortunate turn of events made us seem critical of his book The Pioneers of 
Photojournalism. This was not what we meant at all, perhaps we should have said that 
because it was a pioneer book there were obviously improvements that could be made.
For example, the pictures of Kurt Hutton were not included because they "were not 
available” but we should have emphasised that Hutton got admiring paragraphs in the text. 
Now more pictures are available Tim would be the first to agree that a revised edition should 
include them. Indeed, the interest generated by his book is such that much more material 
has come to light so that it can be an even better book. The point we were trying to make 
badly is that a revised edition of the book would be welcomed because of new material that 
has come to light, but that no criticism is intended of the original book.
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Readers may have noticed our lack of activity on the Year Book front. More precisely, they 
will not have seen announcements regarding Creative Camera Collection 6 which, following 
previous years' precedent, would be on sale in the autumn of this year. The short answer 
is that it has been decided to make this a spring publication rather than an autumn.
The reasons are disappointing sales which are now no higher than they were when we 
started. The great season of the year for buying books is the autumn and the pre-Christmas 
period, hence an autumn publication date. It didn't work. The great upsurge in 
photographic interest comes in the spring, which is one reason for the new publication 
date. We have a number of regular buyers, many of them institutional, but among the less 
regular are not only college students but the more enlightened amateurs. We hope to 
capture a greater proportion of the enlightened amateur.
The second reason for choosing a spring date is because of non-advertising. We cannot 
afford to advertise the Year Book in the national press, we can easily afford to give anyone 
a copy if they will get it reviewed in a mass circulation newspaper or magazine. Before 
Christmas, every publisher is pumping out his hopefuls and there is no room for our 
enterprise. In spring we may be luckier and a number of reviews in the national papers 
could make all the difference between success and failure.
There is a third reason and that is financial. Among those who handle our Year Book are 
those who pay and those who do not. We have at the moment legal action going in two 
foreign countries to secure payment of the 1975 Year Books! Among those who pay there 
are those who pay quickly and those who pay slowly. Those who pay quickly are usually 
the hard-headed commercial organisations. Among those who pay slowly, if at all, are 
some of the well-meaning amateurs in different countries who have set up galleries or big 
distribution systems. This is not cynicism but, regrettably, a statement of fact. One has 
only to look round the world to see the detritus of good intentions. Galleries that started 
with high hopes and low budgets but lacking the business know-how which would have 
enabled them to survive so that in twelve months the gallery is closed; everyone has lost 
money and instead of advancing the standard of good photography it has retreated. All of 
these are on our books. A melancholy reason why we just don't actually have the £40,000 
needed for the next one. The spring publication means that enough will have arrived to let 
us go ahead.
Yet another reason concerns the political situation in Uganda and Zaire. It is there that the 
copper for the sheet fed gravure plates came from. We were unable to obtain sufficient 
good quality material and the slightest imperfection in the copper meant a substantial loss 
to the printer. We were only able to get the Collection 5 out by abandoning sheet fed 
gravure in the monthly much earlier than intended just to secure the copper. In the end, 
the printers had had enough and scrapped the plant, we think the last sheet fed gravure 
printing in the world. We thought the process considerably superior to duotone but we 
have been searching in many counrties and in many printing works for duotone printers 
who could give us the quality we wanted at the price we hoped for. The search still goes 
on with quotations and tests accumulated at our office. In the course of this we have 
learned a little bit more about duotone but at the time of writing we have still not come up 
with a totally satisfactory solution.
The fundamental change has also been accompanied by a re-assessment of the editorial 
policy. It is galling to have to struggle to produce a widely acclaimed Year Book, to know 
that a few more girly pictures and a few more famous names will ensure success. We hope 
our readers will be happy to know that this is not a course we propose to adopt but what 
is being considered, at present favourably, is giving our Collection a more specific identity. 
The main portfolios will not be affected and they are all ready for the printers but for the 
others we feel that a theme running through the whole of the book might be more 
relevant, both to us and the readers. We don't know and we invite comment. All we do 
know is that we are aiming for a spring publication of Collection 6.
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In the pages of Creative Camera, battling it out every month, are the two forms of photography; 
photography as art and photography as information. This is a gross oversimplification because 
Creative Camera does not, in general, concern itself with photography as information in its crudest and, 
indeed, its most popular sense, that is catalogue photography and how to get good sharp catalogue 
pitcures. We hope that every one of our readers not only could do that if required but has probably 
done it in the past. There is nothing like a little imprisonment to make one grateful for freedom.
The photography for information that we are talking about is photo-journalism in its widest possible 
aspects. Photo-journalism taken literally, of course, means photographs for journals which in turn 
means daily papers and this is one of the things that photo-journalism is not about. The daily 
newspaper photographer rarely has time to attempt to build a story, he has to take one photograph 
to illustrate an event.
I think it is worth emphasising this point because it is what separates the Fleet Street photographers 
from the photo-journalists. The Fleet Street man uses his skill and his knowledge to get a picture of an 
event. The picture is never itended to stand on its own, it is always accompanied by a caption and by a 
reporter's story. The story could exist if the photograph was not there, the photograph could not exist 
if the story was not there.
Photo-journalism at its best attempts to tell the story in pictures. It may need explanatory captions, it 
may have a small amount of text which should be confined to the non-pictorial aspects of the subject 
but at the heart of what, today, we call photo-journalism is the idea that the story is going to be told by 
the pictures.
There are other words in use like documentary photography and although many of us have assigned 
meanings to these words, I wonder how often we agree, because it seems to me that documentary 
photography should confine itself to making a document: that is recording what has happened and not 
suggesting what should happen in the future. Of course, this accurate definition does not really work, 
one has only to think of the British documentary films of the Thirties and Forties to realise that these 
were not just recording events but were consciously trying to shape them. Perhaps we need to start 
afresh with a new vocabulary and we would welcome suggestions of a term which would truly reflect 
what photo-journalism is doing today.
As is apparent from our pages, we re'gard the development of photo-journalism as probably the most 
important development in photography since its foundation. Far outweighing Pictorialism in its 
importance and any of the other isms. It is for this reason that we have gone frequently to the cradle, 
or perhaps the crucible is a better word, of photo-journalism and that is Germany between about 1926 
and 1933 because it was there that the story in pictures came of age. It is easy to belittle the work of the 
pioneers. The endless productions of 'A day in the life of. . .' can seem naive to us today in spite of the 
fact that they appear in tarted-up versions everywhere from Arts Council exhibitions to TV 
documentaries. Of course, even at the time these ideas were not new and it is perhaps one of the 
reasons that we keep returning to Dephot is because it was there the the strands were first woven 
together (with varying success) to produce what is now a contemporary common-place.
The market for photo-journalism at that time and its limitations was perhaps only dimly recognised 
but it did include the whole of the commercial press. Although the border lines between the commercial 
press and the Alternative Press were as blurred then as they are now, the Alternative Press were indeed 
well represented by the Arbeiter lllustrierten Zeitung, a magazine which would put today's Alternative 
Press to shame. One must note, perhaps with only just a slight touch of cynicism, that it was financed 
by the sale of art gallery prints just as the Alternative Press of today so frequently is only able to survive 
by the generosity and co-operation of the non-alternatives.
There is, in Germany today, a strong movement for Alternative Photography and there are noticeable 
moves in this direction in this country of which perhaps. Camerawork is the best known example.
What becomes more interesting with study is the differences between then and now rather than the 
similarities. In order to qualify as an Arbeiter photographer, you had, first and foremost, to be an 
amateur. You had, secondly, to live with the people whose life you were photographing and you had to 
be willing to sacrifice your individuality within the group, for most photographs were acknowledged 
only by a group name. It did not really work, although for a few years there were some glorious 
successes. It was destroyed by Hitler but one wonders whether or not it would have survived 
otherwise.
As a sideline to this we are assisting in the preparation of an exhibition of Arbeiter photographers which, 
contrary to what has just been written, will show the work of individually named photographers and 
present retrospectives of their work. This may seem illogical and, indeed, has caused some idealogical 
contortions but the fact remains that these pictures have been discovered in the archives of old 
photographers, they are fantastically good and can be shown without being anonymous simply 
because the groups and the circumstances that produced them no longer exist. Sometime in 1981 
our readers should have an opportunity of seeing this exhibition and, of course, samples of it in the 
magazine.
It is this question of idealogical integrity which is at the heart of another exhibition on which we are 
working and that is an Arts Council one to be called "The British Worker in Photographs 1839-1939".
An exhibition like this would be easy to do on the lines of an "As it was" book by raiding any of the 
well-known libraries and dragging out handfuls of interesting pictures. It becomes far more interesting 
when it is examined through the work of photographers who possess an idealogical integrity.

continued on page 355
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Contents USING EURO GIRO
n . . . .  _ , r. j Since our original announcement about using Euro Giro to save money in sending cash for
Open Letter to a Scotch Reader 364 subscribers and books from overseas we have had a most interesting letter from Alan
r. . ... Reynolds of the Croydon Giro Users Group and he has corrected us on one or two points on
Contributors 365 which we were not clear.
Ulrich Mack 366 The cheapest way to send money from overseas is to transfer from an overseas Postal

Account to a British Postal Giro Account. Although this transaction involves a currency 
Arnold Newman 374 exchange there is no charge made for this, except in France where a small charge is made

and possibly some others that have not yet been tested by Croydon members. Unfortunately, 
Dan Weaks 380 ^e ^'ro t0 ^'r0 change is not possible from all countries. At the moment this service is

operated by all EEC countries with the exception, at the moment, of the Irish Republic 
Books Received 390 together with Austria, Finland, Norway, Spain, Sweden and Switzerland. In addition to

that, Japan operates a Giro system and so do Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia, although the 
Gallery Guide 392 UK National Giro do not advertise any link with the last three.

They are not, of course, known as Euro Giro in the other countries but by a whole series of 
names. Post Duro Conto, Post Scheque Conto and many other names, as listed in the box. 
There is no charge if you have a National Post Giro Account in all of the countries we have 
referred to. It is also possible, if you live in Norway, Denmark, Finland, Luxenbourg, West 
Germany and probably some other countries, to go into a Post Office and, using Euro Giro, 
to have the amount you require paid into a UK account like ours. The cost of this varies, in 
Norway it is about NKrl which is about 9p, In Germany it is DM1.25, that is about 30p.
It is the cheapest way of sending money from abroad but, of course, for both of these 
systems it is absolutely essential that you quote our Euro Giro Number which appears in the 
small print in each issue.
There are two other ways of paying currency internationally, one is an International Money 
Order, the cost of this again, varies from country to country. They are obtained from the 
Post Office and are limited to £50.00 on each order. If purchased in Norway the cost is about 
36p. If purchased in West Germany the cost is about 64p. If purchased in the UK the price is 
about £2.50!
You can also pay by a cheque drawn on a foreign bank but the cost of this is increasing 
considerably. The cost has to be paid by the firm clearing the cheque, that is ourselves, and 
at present the minimum charge from the National Westminster Bank is £1.00 and it may be 
as high as £2.00. It is, therefore, in almost every case, economical to use the Euro Giro 
system. If you pay by International Money Order you may pay a considerable sum to obtain 
that order. If you pay by cheque drawn on a foreign bank then you should include, on 
average, £1.50 in addition to the cost of the order to cover the cost of clearing the cheque.
If you are dealing only in Dollars and Sterling a Barclays Bank International Money Order 
may be suitable. Euro Cheques are not cheap, whatever bank they are drawn on, as the 
clearance charges are excessively high.
We hope this has cleared up some of the confusion regarding Euro Giro and if anyone 
should be interested in following this up for their own use, the Consumer Group in Croydon 
who have been helping us, have as their Secretary, Alan Reynolds, 40 Leyburn Gardens, 
Croydon, CR0 5NL, who we feel sure would be very interested in helping further.
Our Giro Account Number is 516 3455 and can, of course, be used inside the UK!



EARL Y PHOTOGRAPHY IN EGYPT

Reverend Bridges, The Great Sphinx and Pyramid, from original Calotype negative, 170mm x 220mm. January 185!. Courtesy Kodak Museum, Harrow.



Contents OPINION
The sale of old photographs is mostly confined to the commercial dealers who are purchasing from 

Introduction Gerry Badger 400 collectors and selling either to collectors or museums. When we find an organisation selling off prints
it is a matter of concern and, as is well known, we have long been opposed, for example, to the Royal 

Francis Frith 402 Photographic Society selling off prints to raise money for general purposes and feel that even surplus
prints should only be sold so that the money raised directly and immediately benefits the collection.

John Shaw Smith 407 At the moment, as far as we and the members know, there are no further plans for sales of R.P.S.
material but there was a recent sale from the Birmingham Photographic Society. This is a group of 

I r c pono 410 amateurs, none of whom, probably, were alive when these photographs were obtained and, indeed,
<jreene their permanent collection is to us and, we suspect, most people, an unknown quantity. They

recently sold some prints by Julia Margaret Cameron to raise about £3,600. While it can be argued that 
Dr. C. G. Wheelhouse 412 jn their permanent collection they are not doing a great deal of good, what concerns us is the purpose

to which the money raised will be put. We feel that it should be used to replace material in the 
Maxime du Camp 414 permanent collection and not for the general purposes of the Club. If the permanent collection is not

going to be exhibited regularly or put on loan to a Birmingham museum then there is every reason to 
Felix Teynard 418 dispose of it; not surely into the general funds, but into something related to photography as the

purchase of prints regarded worthy of preservation, or as a bursary to a photographer.
Anonymous daguerreotype 420 We have previously noted that far too many amateur clubs are more important in their social aspects

than in their photography aspects. This they have a right to be but the social sides of club life should 
P Ward 421 PaY ^or themselves, if necessary by raising the ridiculously small subscriptions so frequent among clubs

today.
F M Good 421 The question of non-public collections has proved even more crucial in the case of the Radio Times

Hulton Picture Library. This is technically, a private collection although as it is owned by the B.B.C., 
which in turn is financed by public money, so is almost a public collection. That is a problem and 

W. Hammerschmidt 422 indeed this is written in frustration after nearly two years of trying to get answers. This is no criticism of
the Librarian who may know all the answers but is not allowed to tell me, nor is it a criticism of her 

Francis Bedford 424 superior who is willing to tell me bu-t does not know the answers. One wouldn't mind if it wasn't for the
fact that it might benefit the B.B.C. as well as photo-historians.

Contributors 426 The origin of this Library goes back to Henry Guttmann, the German journalist who in the '20s and '30s
collected old pictures and who published in the early 30s, in German an excellent history of 

□ l RproiwpH 43D photography. He left Germany because of the Nazis and used his collection of material to produce the
famous pre-war series in Picture Post of 100 Years of Photography. In the early part of the War fearing 
invasion of Britain he sold his collection to Picture Post and left for America.
It is quite clear from the Picture Post articles that he had a large collection of early photographs and in 
those days, in the absense of other collectors they could be picked up very cheaply indeed. So cheaply, 
that although he certainly had some copy photographs made, a substantial part of the collection could 
have been originals. It was our suggestion that such should be investigated because a commercial 
library could just as easily use copies and the originals could be given or sold to museums. Even after 
two years our enquiries are no further forward.
With the photographers who worked for Picture Post itself they are on much more dangerous ground 
but we feel that it should be tackled resolutely. When we produced our Kurt Hutton feature we used 
the minimum of Hulton Library material because as a commercial library they are more orientated to 
subject matter than to photographers. Obviously we regret this and feel that as a quasi-national archive 
they have certain responsibilities over and above the usual commercial ones. In the event we obtained 
most of the material from Kurt Hutton's son but a copyright fee was claimed for this material. We 
declined to pay this fee partly because we did not receive the co-operation we had hoped for but also 
because it seemed to us quite clear that since Kurt Hutton was paid by the job. Picture Post had never 
owned a copyright of this material in the first place. If we had used Picture Post Library prints the print 
fee would have been payable but not the copyright.
This is perhaps a reason why they are so reluctant to discuss what is actually there. A television 
programme on Picture Post showed that in this particular case they not only had original prints but 
probably original negatives and certainly original contact sheets. This is material of historical 
importance which should be available to research students.
Finally, the bound volumes. On every publication it is someones responsibility each week to get hold 
of a copy of the magazine and mark it up with the journalists and the photographers names. We know 
that this was done with Picture Post, indeed it was Kurt Hutton's wife who did it in the later years but 
these marked volumes would be of inestimable value, in tracing the work of the early photographers 
like Hutton, Felix Mann, and Bill Brandt prior to 1944 when credits first began. Where are these first 
volumes? In an early abortive attempt I was told they weren't in the Radio Times Hulton Library by one 
of the anonymous phone people there. Subsequently a little bird told me that they were there. Are they 
or aren't they? These are the questions that we have been asking for two years without success. Are we 
being unreasonable in suggesting that they are of enough public importance to ask openely now and to 
suggest that the Radio Times Hulton Library is not just a commercial library and that in our view and 
dare we suggest it in the spirit of Lord Reith, it has greater responsibilites than as hitherto accepted.


